
EFFECTIVE STUDY HABITS WORKSHEET

DIRECTIONS: Read each question about your personal study skills and habits. your study-skills habits/strategies are
helping you be academically successful?.

Talk-through Many adolescents are highly social. By incorporating specific calendar and daily-planner
routines into your classroom, you are helping students build important life skills that will serve them well in
the years ahead. Reproducible Teach This Lesson Start a conversation about study habits in your classroom.
Active listening, reading comprehension, notetaking, stress management, time management, testing taking,
and memorization are only a few of the topics addressed in our study skills guides for students. Explain that
these are external distractions. What works very well for one student in one family environment may not work
for another. Next, each group can brainstorm goals for the month medium-range and the year long-range.
Flashcards Turn those questions and answers into flashcards and have your adolescent quiz herself. Then
review three important factors â€” setting goals , the study environment , and time management â€” and
complete helpful activities that will improve your students' study skills. Categorizing Use the flashcards to
organize the information by categories, put them in some kind of order, or match them up in pairs. Activity
One asks students to look at a list of things to do and rank them in order of importance. Ultimately, studying
comes in dozens of forms, and it's important to help your adolescent figure out what's going to work for him or
her. The simple act of flipping the cards around and putting them into piles of "mastered" and "needs practice"
may be enough to keep an active kid moving. Have students use their time charts from the previous days as
guides. Activity One: Setting Priorities From soccer practice and spelling homework to family meals and TV,
each day is busy and full. Keep it painless. With this activity, students will create individual study plans that
can work for them. Whether you're a freshman in college looking to get ahead, a teacher seeking study skills
resources for your pupils, or a high school student just trying to survive, you'll find the study skills guides,
tutorials, and resource you need right below. If yours is, too, have her go through flashcards or a study guide
and explain each aspect in as much detail as possible without reading from the printed information. Oral
visualization Read a portion of the notes or worksheet and have your student describe what comes to mind
visually. Learning how to prioritize everyday tasks is a challenge even for many adults. Word combining
Language lovers won't mind creating sentences with vocabulary. The next day in class, ask each student to
write in his or her journal about what was learned from this assignment.


